A World Divided… The world is dividing our hearts.
A Message from Flo Aeveia
Many are feeling the division in the world intimately,
even within our own families. Pulled to one side or the
other, we see, hear and feel the stories that would
divide us.
Finding our own Truth now, in this world fraught with
division, requires us to be in our hearts and souls in a
more original, creative sense that transcends the logical
assessment of the pros and cons, the rights and wrongs,
the ins and outs of the world’s events and
proclamations.
Read full message:

Messages from Our Board Members
Each member of our board has written here to share their experiences with Soul
Support and to invite your support and participation in our expanding programs.
As part of our dedication in bringing the soul’s essence more fully into the world,
Soul Support has offered tuition-free trainings for our facilitators and teachers,
not charged for actual Soul Recognition Experiences, and provided a sliding scale
for our classes and programs. We have endeavored to provide the highest quality
of spiritual guidance, making our programs accessible to all. Our board votes
continuously to give what we can to make it possible for all to attend, learn and
grow.

“I have taken many workshops and trainings with Soul
Support Systems over the past years, and am one in a
long line of spiritually-intentioned people who has
served on the board. I find refuge in the teachings that
encourage me to acknowledge the yearning I feel in
my heart and soul and use it as a loving and powerful
guide. Living this way has helped me realize that
oneness is possible in my life and relationships, and
more broadly, that oneness is possible in the world.
I know that few of us have had good models for turning inward to find understanding and
connection; and most of us were conditioned by society and our families to deny our truth
and look outward for answers. But now as our social systems shake, and the ground upon
which we are taught to look for answers crumbles, all of humanity seeks the stability that
comes from truth and order. I believe Soul Support Systems offers a path to that; and
perhaps you believe that too.
Over the past year I am heartened to see a number of people in the organization hear the
call of their soul and step into their lives in more powerful and soul-centered ways. This is
happening more and more, and I believe these people and those of us who follow their
example will become the models for others for living in a better world.
As 2020 closes and we step into 2021, I ask you to take stock of your experience and where
you find your ground these days. If you need support or would simply like to share in
community, please considering joining one of our classes or calls. If Soul Support Systems
has played a positive role in your life, please consider acknowledging that by supporting the
mission of the organization. There is much activity, and much to be done in these times of
change. Your piece in the great field of our community is deeply valued and cherished.”

“ I was wondering what I wanted to say for

“ When people ask me about Soul Support
Systems and what it does, it is a complex

this years newsletter about what I have
received thru my association with SSS. I was

answer and difficult to answer briefly. It
would take some time to help one

drawn to look outward instead of inward. .."
READ MORE:

understand the breadth and depth of the
work and focus. .."

READ MORE:

“What do SSS modalities actually do and
why are they so deliciously life changing? In
each SSS experience I’ve found that the

“Although I am not an active facilitator of

heart and soul lead to disintegration of my
blocks to TRUTH. This allowed a raw

Soul Support’s offerings, I have benefited
from them over the years and recommend

awareness of the connected Wholeness of
life to fill my consciousness. Each SSS

them. In my view, we are moving into the
promise of Peace and abundance for all, and

experience was unique and added an ever
evolving understanding of why events

we will all together bring that promise to
fulfillment. Soul Support assists us each in

happened as they did. These new

finding our own individual part in this

understandings foundation my life. It feels
safe to hug and love previously hard to love

endeavor.”

people and places. This is a gift always
giving. Yum!”

“As I reflect on the impact that Soul Support
has had on my Life, I truly feel a deep,
abiding Gratitude for having found a
grounded structure from which I can live. It
is a foundational philosophy based in Soul,
Heart and Oneness which ‘anchors’ me as I
traverse the ‘wonders’, both grand and
agonizing, of my Human experience. .."

READ MORE:

“When I met Aeveia in 2014, it was our
hearts that first connected. Interacting
with several people that day, I knew that I
had found Community. Where decades of
spiritual explorations had not always
acknowledged the Human and Divine aspects
of all, I saw evidence of that truth in the
leaders and associates of Soul Support
Systems. .."
READ MORE:
Note: Melinda has been consulting for the last quarter
and will formally join our Board in January.

